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* This photo was taken at our first #JustGrowth Forum on November 14, 2016 at The California Endowment.

Thank you for participating in the
Breakfast with Transportation Policy Makers in Los Angeles County!
January 30, 2017
www.investinginplace.org

INTRODUCTION
Dear friends, peers, and colleagues,
We hope you, your staff, and partners find this transportation policy advocacy manual
useful. My hope and vision is that you can count on Investing in Place as a resource and
partner in your work and advocacy.
In this booklet, you’ll find:
• A timeline of Investing in Place’s advocacy priorities and a draft of Metro’s policy
timeline.
• A summary of Investing in Place’s “Just Growth” vision.
• An outline of recommended Measure M guidelines and a sample letter we sent
to Metro.
• A summary of why Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan is important for our
communities and a primer on how to define Equity Opportunity Zones in the
LRTP.
• A breakdown of how cities can advocate for Measure M’s Local Return funding.
I’m thrilled to do this work with you all. Please feel free to contact me or my staff
anytime for questions or recommendations — jessica@investinginplace.org or (213) 2108136.
Sincerely,

Jessica Meaney
Executive Director
Investing in Place
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Mobility as the Foundation for
“Just Growth” in Los Angeles County
Note: This document is a draft. It outlines Investing in Place’s transportation policy
outcomes. Please do not hesitate to make suggestions, comments, or
recommendations, by emailing Jessica directly at: jessica@investinginplace.org

Background
Investing in Place promotes healthy, sustainable, and equitable transportation that
strengthens communities. The unifying principle behind our advocacy work is that when
all members of the community have the opportunity to participate fully in civic, social,
and economic life, the region grows stronger.
Our approach is supported by the Just Growth economic model developed by
researchers Dr. Manuel Pastor (USC) and Dr. Chris Benner (UC Santa Cruz), which posits
that if investments are targeted towards communities with the fewest resources, the
economy will grow stronger for the long haul. The yardstick for all of our policy goals is:
“Does this policy promote opportunity for people and communities who have been
historically disenfranchised?”
Transportation is a Just Growth Sweet Spot where strategic investments can provide
good jobs, environmental benefits, and greater access to opportunity in communities
that have suffered from disinvestment and environmental injustice. Investing in Place
aims to put these policy opportunities to advance Just Growth at the center of upcoming
transportation decisions, including the 2017 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and
Measure M guidelines. To make the most of these opportunities, transportation equity
must be baked into these policies, not sprinkled on top.
This year, the LRTP, Measure M guidelines, Metro Strategic Plan, and other documents
all present opportunities to set measurable objectives and tie public investment directly
to achieving those goals.

These are the draft outcomes that Investing in Place seeks to achieve. We welcome
feedback and refinement as we work to finalize these policy recommendations for
consideration by Spring 2017:
www.investinginplace.org
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1. Metro promotes access to opportunity by concentrating and prioritizing
investments in communities with the greatest need.
o Metro adopts a clear definition of high-need communities (“Equity
Opportunity Zones,” see page 15) that addresses historical factors of
disinvestment—like race, income, and vehicle ownership—and measures
both investments and outcomes in these communities.
2. Metro engages the community as a partner in developing the transportation
system.
o Metro incorporates early and continuous stakeholder engagement in all
major decisions, with demonstrated responsiveness to input.
o Metro establishes a bench of qualified community-based organizations to
expand the agency’s capacity for authentic engagement.
3. Metro supports economically stable and culturally diverse neighborhoods by
promoting integrated transportation and land use policy.
o Metro tracks housing affordability near transit projects and works with
local jurisdictions to adopt policies ensuring that the median family can
afford the median cost of housing.
o Metro supports value-capture near transit to invest in affordable housing
and related infrastructure.
o Metro adopts anti-displacement policies to protect long-term residents and
business-owners from involuntary relocation.
4. Metro invests in a frequent network of bus and rail transit service.
o Metro defines a frequent network of rail, rapid bus, and high-ridership local
bus service with all-day 15-minute headways or better that serves at least
70% of the county’s population, and at least 85% of people living in Equity
Opportunity Zones.
o Metro regularly reports on-time performance and state of good repair for
the frequent network.
5. Metro leads on transportation safety throughout Los Angeles County.
o Metro adopts Vision Zero to reduce fatal and serious injury collisions 20%
by 2020 and to zero by 2030.
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o Metro prioritizes and accelerates funding and provides technical support
to local jurisdictions for Vision Zero projects and reports annual progress.
6. Metro builds an integrated, connected, and sustainable transportation system.
o Metro supports a walkable and bikeable county by implementing the
Active Transportation Strategic Plan, integrating complete streets into all
projects, and investing in first/last mile connectivity as part of all transit
capital projects.
o Metro integrates urban greening into all projects to capture and treat
stormwater, increase tree canopy, and reduce ambient temperatures in
urban areas.
o Metro measures and reports progress toward regional sustainability goals,
including SCAG’s RTP/SCS greenhouse gas reduction targets, SCAQMD’s
ozone and criteria pollutant targets, and LA Sustainable City pLAn’s mode
shift targets.
These objectives can also be advanced through local funding sources, such as
subregional programs and local return. The policies that Metro adopts shape the
funding landscape throughout Los Angeles County directly through incentives and
indirectly through policy leadership. Investing in Place encourages Metro to embrace
this leadership role through intentional policies that promote healthy, sustainable, and
equitable communities.

www.investinginplace.org
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Your Role in Shaping Measure M Guidelines
Leadership from cities, Council of Governments, agency staff, community advocates,
and stakeholders can help make Measure M’s guidelines a success.
In November, Los Angeles County voters approved Measure M, generating significant
new investment in the region’s transportation system. While the Measure M ordinance
included an expenditure plan outlining broad categories of expenditures and significant
capital projects, the rules and procedures governing those expenditures have yet to be
written. That is the role of the Measure M Guidelines.
Metro will develop draft guidelines by March 2017 covering a range of issues governing
the use of Measure M funds. Topics that must be addressed for each of Measure M’s
funding programs include: administration & oversight, eligibility & project selection, and
data collection & reporting.
Measure M guidelines are an opportunity to deliver on promises to voters that Metro will
oversee the construction and operation of a safe, sustainable, and balanced
transportation system for all Los Angeles County residents. Strong guidelines will
ensure accountability and oversight, while also enabling innovation to respond to
changing needs and public participation.

Recommended Measure M Guidelines
1. Collect Data & Measure Performance: Measure M made commitments to
improve the efficiency, safety, reliability, and sustainability of our transportation
infrastructure. The guidelines should set clear procedures for collecting data and
measuring progress toward these objectives.
2. Integrate Metro Policies on Sustainability & Equity: Metro has adopted notable
policies to promote complete streets, first/last mile access, urban greening, and
public participation. Metro also has important obligations to advance
transportation equity in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. To be
implemented effectively, these policies must be baked into program guidelines,
not “sprinkled on top.”
3. Support Local Policy Innovation: Many local agencies have adopted innovative
policies and programs that are closely aligned with Metro’s regional goals, such
www.investinginplace.org
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as Climate Action Plans, Vision Zero, and Safe Routes to School. The guidelines
should identify opportunities to accelerate these local initiatives through
subregional programs and local return funding.
4. Incorporate Eligibility for Non-Infrastructure Programs: Sometimes the most
cost-effective strategies to improve mobility outcomes are non-infrastructure
initiatives, including active transportation education & encouragement,
transportation demand management (TDM), and planning & community
engagement. The guidelines should guarantee eligibility for these expenditures
in all applicable Measure M funding programs.
5. Maintain Accountability: Measure M allocates substantial resources to
subregional funding programs and local return, both of which are key
opportunities for innovation in policy and governance. The guidelines should
articulate how local autonomy over decision-making is carefully balanced with
the need to hold local partners accountable to regional objectives.

Next Steps
To make your priorities heard, we highly recommend sending your recommendations to
Metro’s CEO, Phil Washington at washingtonp@metro.net. For sample language, please
see the letter on the next page that Investing in Place and many others like Seleta
Reynolds (General Manager, LA DOT), Ted Winterer (Mayor, City of Santa Monica), and
Jess Talamantes (Chair, San Fernando Valley Council of Governments) have signed.
For more on Investing in Place’s recommendations for Measure M Guidelines:
https://investinginplace.org/2017/01/04/measure-m-guidelines-updates-and-initialrecommendations/
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Sample Measure M Guidelines Letter to Metro
Dear Mr. Phil Washington,
Now is an exciting moment for improving transportation options throughout the region.
With over 70% support, Los Angeles County voters have passed Measure M to invest in
a comprehensive multimodal transportation system. We are eager to work with you to
make implementation of Measure M a success and live up to voters’ expectations.
As you know, the development and passage of Measure M was a team effort that cut
across sectors and across our county’s diverse population and geography. We all have
a stake in its successful implementation and hope to maintain this spirit of collaboration
throughout. With that in mind, we have drafted this letter with six key recommendations
for the development of Measure M guidelines to set expectations for the implementation
of regional programs, subregional programs, and local return.
1. All Measure M programs should have clear performance goals and data
collection/reporting provisions consistent with board-adopted performance
measures: Mobility, Economy, Accessibility, Safety, Sustainability, and Quality of
Life.
2. The Measure M guidelines should clarify the applicability of Metro policies to
Measure M funding programs, including First/Last Mile (Motion 14.1, 14.2).
3. All projects funded by Measure M should comply with Metro’s Complete Streets
Policy, including completion of checklist, documented exceptions process with
Metro approval, and stakeholder input.
4. All projects should be assessed for opportunities for urban greening and green
infrastructure. Metro should provide a checklist and guidance.
5. All program guidelines should include a stakeholder engagement plan that
provides for early and continuous stakeholder involvement in project
development and funding decisions.
6. Metro should accelerate implementation of local plans that are consistent with
countywide goals (e.g. Climate Action Plans, Vision Zero, Safe Routes to School)
by prioritizing smaller “early action” projects in funding programs.
Los Angeles County voters have entrusted Metro with the most ambitious public works
program in the region’s history. Commensurate with its size, Measure M contains the
strongest accountability and oversight provisions of any measure. We believe that the
above recommendations are consistent with this voter mandate and good planning
practices. We commend Metro’s efforts to establish an inclusive and transparent
www.investinginplace.org
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process for the development of Measure M guidelines and look forward to the
discussion of these recommendations in that venue.
In partnership,
Nancy McPherson, State Director
AARP California
Claudia Goytia, Government Relations Director
American Heart Association
Wes Reutimann, Project Director
BikeSGV
Seleta Reynolds, General Manager
City of Los Angeles, Department of Transportation
Frederick Dock, Director
City of Pasadena, Department of Transportation
Ted Winterer, Mayor
City of Santa Monica
Bryn Lindblad, Associate Director
Climate Resolve
Jessica Meaney, Executive Director
Investing in Place
Tamika Butler, Executive Director
Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition
Emilia Crotty, Policy & Program Manager
Los Angeles Walks
Jess Talamantes, Chair
San Fernando Valley Council of Governments
Fernando Cazares, California Manager, Climate-Smart Cities
The Trust for Public Land
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Measure M Subregional Programs
Subregion

Arroyo
Verdugo

Central LA

Gateway
Cities

Las VirgenesMalibu

North County

(Compiled by Investing in Place, January 2017)
Measure M
Multi-Year Subregional Program
$$
Active Transportation Projects*
$136,500
Arroyo Verdugo Projects to be
$110,600
Determined
Goods Movement Projects
$81,700
Highway Efficiency, Noise Mitigation. and
$602,800
Arterial Projects
Modal Connectivity and Complete Streets
$202,000
Projects*
Transit Projects
$257,100
Active Transportation, 1st/Last Mile, &
$215,000
Mobility Hubs *
BRT and 1st/Last Mile Solutions e.g. DASH $250,000
Freeway Interchange and Operational
$195,000
Improvements
LA Streetscape Enhance. & Great Streets
$450,000
Program*
Los Angeles Safe Routes to School
$250,000
Initiative*
Public Transit State of Good Repair
$402,000
Program
Traffic Congestion Relief/Signal
$50,000
Synchronization
Active Transportation Program*
TBD
I-605 Corridor "Hot Spot" Interchange
$1,000,000
Improvements
Active Transportation, Transit, and Tech.
$32,000
Program*
Highway Efficiency Program
$133,000
Modal Connectivity Program
$68,000
Traffic Congestion Relief and
$63,000
Improvement Program
Active Transportation Program*
$264,000
Arterial Program
$726,130
Goods Movement Program
$104,000
Highway Efficiency Program
$128,870
Multimodal Connectivity Program
$239,000
www.investinginplace.org
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$1,390,700

$1,812,000

$1,000,000

$296,000

$1,550,000
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Subregion

San Fernando
Valley

San Gabriel
Valley

South Bay
Cities

Westside
Cities

Countywide

Multi-Year Subregional Program
Transit Program
n/a – as SFV subregional dollars are
identified as projects, not programs per
the Measure M ordinance
Active Transportation Program (Including
Greenway Proj.)*
Bus System Improvement Program
First/Last Mile and Complete Streets*
Goods Movement (Improvements & RR
Xing Elim.)
Highway Demand Based Prog. (HOV Ext.
& Connect.)
Highway Efficiency Program
ITS/Technology Program (Advanced
Signal Tech.)
South Bay Highway Operational
Improvements
Transportation System and Mobility
Improve Program*
Transportation System and Mobility
Improve Program
Active Transportation 1st/Last Mile
Connections Program*
Countywide BRT Projects Ph 1 (All
Subregions)
Countywide BRT Projects Ph 2 (All
Subregions)
Countywide BRT Projects Ph 3 (All
Subregions)
Countywide BRT Projects Ph 4 (All
Subregions)
Countywide BRT Projects Ph 5 (All
Subregions)
Metro Active Transport, Transit 1st/Last
Mile Program*
Street Car and Circulator Projects
Visionary Project Seed Funding

Total

Measure M
$$
$88,000
n/a

Total

n/a

$231,000
$55,000
$198,000
$33,000
$1,348,000
$231,000
$534,000
$66,000
$500,000
$293,500

$1,143,500

$350,000
$361,000

$361,000

$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$10,000

$1,172,500

$100,000
$857,500
$35,000
$20,000
$10,073,700
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Background: The above chart is a list of Measure M Subregional programs as listed on
page 26 of the Measure M ordinance. Investing in Place re-sorted that list by subregion
in order to identify key efforts needed for coordination between communities, local
jurisdictions, Councils of Governments, and Metro as these programs are developed. It is
important to recognize the Measure M ordinance makes a clear distinction between
projects (developed with a scope and budget) and programs (key mobility ideas that are
not fully developed yet).

*Counted toward Investing in Place’s analysis of Measure M active transportation
funding
For more information please contact: Jessica Meaney at jessica@investinginplace.org
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Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan and
What it Means for Our Communities
Metro is not simply a bus or train agency. As our County Transportation Commission,
Metro is the primary planner, funder, designer, and builder of Los Angeles County’s
regional transportation system for all modes, from streets and sidewalks to carpool
lanes and freeway interchanges, and from bus stops to bike paths.
About once per decade—the last time was in 2009—Metro updates its Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP), a key policy document that has far-reaching implications for
how our transportation dollars are spent and whether our communities benefit from that
investment.

What is the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)?
Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP) is the long-term transportation plan
for Los Angeles County and includes a list of
the agency’s planned and potential projects
for the next four decades and beyond.
Developed through a regional submissions
process with strong participation by
stakeholders from the county’s nine
subregions and councils of governments, the
LRTP is a technical document with profound
impacts on regional transportation
outcomes, determining what will be
built where and when.

Why does the LRTP matter?
The LRTP matters because transportation
matters. Since transportation connects
people to jobs, education, services, and
other destinations, good transportation
policy can improve economic
development, social cohesion and
community resilience, and public health
and environmental outcomes.
A strong LRTP has the potential to make
our region more efficient, economically
strong, equitable, and sustainable.

It also includes assumptions about operations, maintenance, debt service, and other
financial obligations. The LRTP sets objectives for the transportation system and
projects the benefits of new transportation projects and programs on regional mobility,
accessibility, safety, and sustainability. Metro is also required by Title VI of the Federal
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to assess the LRTP’s effects on people of different
races/ethnicities to ensure there are no disparate impacts on historically marginalized
communities. All of Metro’s day-to-day activities—particularly decisions about spending
www.investinginplace.org
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money—are supposed to be consistent with the LRTP, making it an exceedingly
influential document for long-term policy change.

What opportunities exist to improve the upcoming 2017 LRTP?
Past LRTP updates have been treated as a pro forma process that didn’t meet their
potential for engaging diverse stakeholders or analyzing the impacts of key decisions.
Investing in Place is pushing for improvements to both the public process and the level
of analysis conducted as part of the 2017 LRTP update: We seek to ensure that the
update to the LRTP is an open and inclusive process that sets clear metrics and
investment priorities in collaboration with community voices, analyzes the benefits and
costs of policy choices vis-a-vis those metrics, and makes appropriate investment
decisions accordingly.
One of our key criticisms of past LRTP updates is the gap between
analysis and decision-making. Decisions about funding and projects get made, and
then modeling is done to calculate the benefits of those decisions, rather than modeling
alternative scenarios and then choosing the one with the most beneficial outcomes. The
practical effect of this process is that potentially cost-effective alternatives that would
yield greater benefits for mobility, accessibility, safety, sustainability, and/or equity
aren’t analyzed or considered by decision-makers.
Investing in Place is committed to engaging with the LRTP update, elevating stories of
people who use and rely on our transportation system, and making sure that both the
process and the product reflect good planning practices and result in investments that
improve our communities.

Next Steps:
•
•
•
•

Follow #JustGrowth on social media for the latest updates, events, and advocacy
alerts.
Read the policy brief made by the Transportation Equity Technical Work Group:
http://bit.ly/TEOZpaper
Join our Just Growth working group: http://bit.ly/JoinJustGrowth
Contact Amanda Meza for any questions – amanda@investinginplace.org

www.investinginplace.org
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Investing in Communities with the Greatest Need:
Defining “Transportation Equity Opportunity Zones” in
Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan
Los Angeles County has the widest health disparities and wealth inequality gaps in
the state and country. We believe our families can’t get ahead in life if they can’t get
around, which is why we advocate for transportation investments that strengthens
communities. When people living in Los Angeles County — especially communities of
color who now comprise the majority of our county’s population — are held back by
transportation-related barriers to opportunity, the entire regional economy suffers.
Investing in Place seeks to call attention to the policy and planning decisions made in
Metro’s plans, as most policy and infrastructure investments are based on geographic
equality and not equity. We seek to ensure that the update to Metro’s Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP) is an open and inclusive process that sets clear metrics and
investment priorities in collaboration with community voices, analyzes the benefits and
costs of policy choices vis-a-vis those metrics, and makes appropriate investment
decisions accordingly.

Equity is the Heart of Economic Growth
“Just growth,” an economic model
developed by Dr. Manuel Pastor (USC) and
Dr. Chris Benner (UC Santa Cruz), posits
that if investments are targeted towards
communities with the fewest resources, the
economy will grow stronger for the long
haul. Just growth puts equity at the heart
of growth — and strategic transportation
investments in under-resourced
communities will make our region more
efficient, economically strong, equitable,
and sustainable.

Defining Transportation Equity
Achieving “just growth” requires starting from
a shared definition of transportation equity
that captures both the responsibility and
opportunity for regional agencies to address

disparities. An equitable transportation
system is one that:
1) Provides equitable access to safe,
reliable, and affordable
transportation options;
2) Shares the distribution of benefits
and burdens of transportation
investments; and
3) Includes communities as partners in
planning, investment, and
implementation processes.

www.investinginplace.org
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What is the Opportunity for “Just Growth” in Los Angeles County?
With an annual budget of over $5 billion, Metro — as the primary planner, funder,
designer, and builder of Los Angeles County’s regional transportation system for all
modes — has the resources to deliver a public works program of historic proportions
and help strengthen communities through transportation investments.
Transportation investments in Los Angeles County have not always included feedback
from historically marginalized communities throughout the decision-making process,
resulting in freeways that crisscrossed communities of color and bus service cuts that
disproportionately affected communities of color and low-income transit riders. These
same communities continue to experience reduced access to economic opportunity,
higher traffic fatality and serious injury rates, and toxic environmental conditions. And
yet, if and when investments finally are made, longtime residents fear the effects of
increasing land values in the absence of strong anti-displacement policies to
accompany those investments.
The opportunity for “just growth” is through Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP), the long-term transportation plan for Los Angeles County that determines what
will be built where and when over the next four decades and beyond. The LRTP is the
most appropriate place to set measurable objectives for transportation equity—
alongside objectives for mobility, access, safety, and sustainability—and evaluate
projects, programs, and policies against those intended outcomes.
Our advocacy efforts to define “Transportation Equity Opportunity Zones” would help
ensure that health equity and mobility for low-income residents are at the center of
policy and decision-making by advancing equity metrics for all transportation planning
and mobilizing a multi-sector collaborative with community leaders at the forefront.
After all, Metro’s investments have rippling effects on land use and whether people can
access education, employment, health care, social, and recreational opportunities.

Defining Transportation Equity Opportunity Zones
Using the “just growth” framework, Investing in Place recommends that Metro adopt an
equity policy in its LRTP that includes a geospatial definition of “Transportation Equity
Opportunity Zones” and measures the benefits and impacts of its plans, policies, and
programs within these places.
www.investinginplace.org
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Through our Transportation Equity Work Group, Investing in Place has identified three
factors that most succinctly capture historical patterns of transportation inequity and
can serve to mitigate these negative outcomes by targeting specific neighborhoods for
transportation investments.
These communities are identified by two factors that have historically been
determinants of disinvestment and disenfranchisement: race/ethnicity and household
income. A third factor, households with low vehicle ownership, presents an opportunity
to target new mobility investments in neighborhoods with a higher propensity to take
full advantage of them. These three recommended criteria to identify equity opportunity
zones represent a relatively simple way to begin implementing a transportation equity
policy.

Next Steps:
•

Follow #JustGrowth on social media for the latest updates, events, and advocacy
alerts.

•

Read the policy brief made by the Transportation Equity Technical Work Group:
http://bit.ly/TEOZpaper

•

Sign up on Investing in Place’s email list for the latest updates:
www.investinginplace.org

•

Join our Just Growth working group: http://bit.ly/JoinJustGrowth

•

Contact Amanda Meza for any questions – amanda@investinginplace.org

www.investinginplace.org
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Making the Most of Local Return: A Roadmap for Cities
What is “Local Return”?
Local return is a portion of Metro’s sales tax revenue that is distributed to cities by
population for local transportation purposes. It supplements other funding sources like
gas taxes, general funds, and special assessments. Measure M would generate over
$130 million per year for LA County’s 88 cities and the County of Los Angeles.
Most cities use local return to subsidize municipal transit operations, maintain streets
and sidewalks, fund small capital improvements, and leverage state and federal capital
grants.
With so many competing demands on a limited funding source, it is important for cities
to set clear priorities to use local return funding efficiently and effectively to achieve
desired policy outcomes. Routinely integrating complete streets and green streets
elements maximizes the benefits of regular street maintenance, while setting aside
funding for priorities like walking and biking can help leverage state and federal grants
for these projects.

Recommendations:
1. Leverage local return with other funding to maximize investment in
communities. The highest priority for local return, which is among the most
flexible transportation money available, should be to leverage with federal, state,
and regional grants to increase the total funding invested in local transportation
projects.
2. Pursue multiple benefits through coordinated planning. Transportation is
inextricably linked with safety, community health, and sustainability. Many cities
have plans relating to safety, climate, and health goals that depend on
transportation projects to achieve co-benefits. For example, the City of Los
Angeles has adopted Vision Zero, the Sustainable City pLAn, the Plan for a
Healthy Los Angeles, and Mobility Plan 2035, all of which call for an integrated
approach to planning transportation projects. Many other cities have Climate
Action Plans, Safe Routes to School Plans, or other initiatives. Cities should
prioritize improvements at high-collision locations and integrate standards like
www.investinginplace.org
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complete streets and green streets into all street maintenance and rehabilitation
programs.
3. Dedicate funding for future mobility priorities. Looking at mobility trends, cities
must continue to increase funding for active transportation in order to achieve
safety and mobility goals and to increase access to the growing transit network.
Some cities set aside a portion of local return, 20% for example, for walking,
biking, and safe routes to school. Cities should also consider new opportunities
like shared mobility and technology solutions that require flexible funding to
respond to innovative ideas.
4. Engage the public in setting funding priorities. Budgets are an expression of a
community’s values. Cities should identify priorities during community-wide
planning processes and then continue to engage community members during the
budget process to ensure these priorities are reflected in actual expenditures.
Next Steps
• Follow #CompletingStreets on social media for the latest updates, events, and
advocacy alerts.
•

Work with staff, public, and stakeholders to identify clear-cut priorities for local
return. See annual local return amounts separated by subregion on the next
pages, as well as a sample ordinance from City of Los Angeles.

•

Work with city staff to draw up local return-related ordinances. For example:
Request staff report on how local return was used in Measure R and previous
transportation measures; Identify specific recommendations (sidewalks,
crosswalks, and roads) for using Measure M local return. See sample ordinance
attached in this packet.

•

For City of Los Angeles local return advocacy, please sign up for the Completing
Streets work group — http://bit.ly/JoinCompletingStreets

•

Please contact Jessica Meaney for any questions — jessica@investinginplace.org

www.investinginplace.org
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Los Angeles County Local Return by Subregion
Prop A, Prop C, Measure R, and Measure M in FY 2018 dollars. Compiled by Metro.
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Sample Local Return Ordinance – City of Los Angeles
Enacted by City of Los Angeles, April 28, 2010
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NEXT STEPS
Just Growth vision/Long Range Transportation Plan
• Please send any suggestions, comments, or recommendations on the “Just
Growth” vision to Jessica Meaney, jessica@investinginplace.org
• Follow #JustGrowth on social media for the latest updates, events, and advocacy
alerts.
• Read the policy brief made by the Transportation Equity Technical Work Group:
http://bit.ly/TEOZpaper
• Sign up on Investing in Place’s email list for the latest updates:
www.investinginplace.org
• Join our Just Growth working group: http://bit.ly/JoinJustGrowth
Local Return
• Follow #CompletingStreets on social media for the latest updates, events, and
advocacy alerts.
• Work with city staff to draw up local return-related ordinances. For example:
Request staff report on how local return was used in Measure R and previous
transportation measures; Identify specific recommendations (sidewalks,
crosswalks, and roads) for using Measure M local return. See sample ordinance
attached in this packet.
• For City of Los Angeles local return advocacy, please sign up for the Completing
Streets work group — http://bit.ly/JoinCompletingStreets
Measure M Master Guidelines
• To make your priorities heard, we highly recommend sending your
recommendations to Metro’s CEO, Phil Washington at washingtonp@metro.net.
For sample language, please see page 6 in this packet.
• For more on Investing in Place’s recommendations for Measure M Guidelines:
https://investinginplace.org/2017/01/04/measure-m-guidelines-updates-and-initialrecommendations/
• You can review the draft guidelines in March, and track the proposed adoption of
the guidelines by June.
Measure M Advisory Council
• Please nominate any interested stakeholders to Metro and attend the public
meeting at Metro headquarters on February 2, 1-3pm.
www.investinginplace.org
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